A method for making a laminate adapted for decorating a substrate including providing (1) a sheet of pre-mask material including a cover layer and a layer of removable adhesive on one surface of the cover layer having an exposed surface defining a first major surface for the sheet of pre-mask material; (2) a supply length of decorative film tape comprising a length of decorative film having opposite first and second major surfaces, and a layer of adhesive along its second major surface; (3) a sheet of release liner having a first major surface adapted to be releasably adhered to by the removable adhesive on the cover layer and by the adhesive on the decorative film; and (4) a tape applicator. One of the sheets is supported with its first major surface in an application plane, and the tape applicator is used to form display lengths of decorative film tape of different predetermined shapes and lengths from the supply length of decorative film tape and to apply those display lengths of decorative film tape to the first major surface of that one of the sheets in a predetermined pattern; after which the first major surface of the other of the sheets is positioned over the surfaces of the display lengths of decorative film tape opposite the first major surface of that one of the sheets. The method adheres the layers of adhesive on the display lengths of decorative film tape to the to the release liner, and adheres the layer of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material over the first major surfaces of the lengths of decorative film in the display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner and to the release liner around the display lengths of decorative film tape.
METHOD FOR APPLYING DESIGNS TO A SUBSTRATE

RELATED APPLICATION


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to methods and assemblies for applying adhesive coated decorative objects to substrates such as sheets of glass.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

[0003] U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,446 describes a method for applying pressure-sensitive adhesive coated graphics to a substrate (e.g., a sheet of glass) using a layer of pre-mask material comprising a polymeric cover sheet or layer and a layer of removable pressure-sensitive adhesive firmly adhered to one surface of the cover sheet with the layer of pre-mask material being vented. Generally, that method includes the steps of adhering surfaces of the graphics opposite their layers of pressure-sensitive adhesive to the layer of pressure-sensitive adhesive on the layer of pre-mask material, using a wetting liquid to wet the graphics, the layer of pre-mask material and the substrate; placing the graphics adhered to the layer of pre-mask material at a desired location on the substrate; pressing out air and water from between the substrate and the graphics adhered to the layer of pre-mask material; allowing the wetting liquid to dry; and removing the layer of pre-mask material to leave the graphics adhered to the substrate.

[0004] U.S. Pat. No. 5,840,407 describes pieces of optical film, each of which pieces has a layer of pressure-sensitive adhesive along one surface, and an opposite outer major surface (e.g., a grooved and/or vapor coated surface) so that the pieces visually simulate decorative glass such as glass with beveled edges, or with a groove along its length, or with a leded appearance, or with a textured surface, or visually simulate glass related structures such as metal came. Such pieces of optical film have been applied to substrates (e.g., window panes) in predetermined patterns using automated application equipment, however, heretofore it has been very difficult for persons such as homeowners to apply such optical film on windows or other glass substrates with the precision needed so that it provides the desired visual simulation.

[0005] U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/761,797 filed Jan. 17, 2001, describes a method for persons such as homeowners to apply to a substrate (e.g., a sheet of glass in a window or mirror) decorative designs made using separate pieces of optical film of the type described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,840,407, each of which pieces has a layer of adhesive along one surface, and an opposite outer major structured surface (e.g., a surface that is grooved and/or vapor coated) so that the pieces visually simulate decorative structures such as glass with beveled edges, or with a groove along its length, or with a leded appearance, or with a textured surface, or glass related structures such as metal came. Generally, that method comprises the steps of (1) providing a kit including a layer of pre-mask material that is at least translucent comprising a cover sheet with a layer of removable adhesive (e.g., pressure-sensitive adhesive) firmly adhered to one surface; a predetermined printed design; and pieces of optical film having peripheral shapes that correspond to parts of the printed design, each of which pieces of optical film have a layer of adhesive (e.g., pressure-sensitive adhesive) along one surface, and an opposite outer major surface (e.g., a grooved and/or vapor coated surface) so that the pieces visually simulate decorative structures; (2) placing the pieces of optical film over portions of the design corresponding to their shapes with the outer major surfaces of the pieces of film along a common plane; (3) adhering the layer of adhesive on the layer of pre-mask material to the outer major surfaces of the pieces of film; (4) placing the pieces of optical film adhered to the layer of adhesive on the layer of pre-mask material at a desired location on the substrate, (5) pressing the layer of pre-mask material and thereby the pieces of optical film adhered to the layer of pre-mask material against the substrate, during which pressing step the layer of pre-mask material protects the outer major surfaces of the pieces of film from damage; and (6) removing the layer of pre-mask material to leave the pieces of optical film adhered to the substrate in the predetermined design. Preferably the layer of pre-mask material is or has been made transmissive of moisture vapor (e.g., a layer of pre-mask material that is vented as described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,665,446), a wetting liquid is used to wet the pieces of optical film, the layer of pre-mask material and the substrate prior to the step of pressing the pieces of optical film adhered to the layer of adhesive on the layer of pre-mask material at a desired location on the substrate, which wetting liquid is allowed to dry between that step and the step of removing the layer of pre-mask material.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention provides a method for making a laminate that persons such as homeowners can use to accurately apply to a substrate (e.g., a sheet of glass in a window, door, or mirror) decorative designs made of pieces of decorative film particularly including (but not limited to) the optical film described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,840,407, each of which pieces of optical film has a layer of adhesive along one surface, and an opposite outer major surface (e.g., a surface that is grooved and/or vapor coated) so that the pieces visually simulate decorative structures such as glass with beveled edges, or with a groove along its length, or with a leded appearance, or with a textured surface, or glass related structures such as metal came, or the optical film described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,882,774.

[0007] Generally the method according to the present invention for forming a laminate adapted for decorating a substrate includes (1) providing a layer of pre-mask material comprising a cover layer and a layer of removable adhesive firmly adhered to one surface of the cover layer; (2) providing a supply length of decorative film tape comprising a length of decorative film having a layer of aggressive adhesive along one major surface, and means in the decorative film for providing a decorative appearance when a major surface of the film is viewed (e.g., grooves or other structure along an outer major surface of the decorative film opposite the layer of adhesive so that the decorative film visually simulates a decorative structure, or light reflecting layers within the film, or other decorative structure); (3)
providing a release liner having opposite first and second major surfaces, the first major surface of the release liner being adapted to be releasably adhered to the adhesive on the cover layer and the adhesive on the decorative film; and (4) providing a tape applicator. The release liner can be supported with its first major surface in the application plane, and the tape applicator includes means for forming and can be used to form display lengths of decorative film tape of different predetermined lengths and end shapes from the supply lengths of decorative film tape and to apply those display lengths of decorative film tape to the first surface of the release liner in a predetermined pattern with longitudinal edges of the display lengths of tape extending along predetermined edge locations, the pattern of application including aligned closely spaced ends for at least some of the applied display lengths of decorative film tape (e.g., spaces between closely spaced ends in the range of 0.005 to 0.12 inch or 0.13 to 0.30 cm). The layer of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material can then be adhered over the outer major surfaces of the display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner and to the release liner around the display lengths of decorative film tape.

[0008] The tape applicator provided can include means for forming and applying and can be used to form and apply discrete lengths of the decorative film tape to the first surface of the release liner in a predetermined pattern with longitudinal edges of the discrete lengths of decorative film tape extending along the entire lengths of the predetermined edge locations for the display lengths of decorative film tape and with portions of certain of the discrete lengths of decorative film tape overlapping each other. The tape applicator can also include separate means for transversely cutting the discrete lengths of tape adhered to the surface along the application plane and can be used to transversely cut those discrete lengths of decorative film tape to form ends for the display lengths of decorative film tape including aligned closely spaced ends at the overlapped portions of the applied discrete lengths of decorative film tape, thereby forming the display lengths of decorative film tape from the discrete lengths of decorative film tape. Scrap portions of the discrete lengths of decorative film tape resulting from cutting the discrete lengths of decorative film tape to form the display lengths of decorative film tape are removed from the release liner.

[0009] The resultant laminate includes the display lengths of decorative film tape in a decorative pattern adhered to the release liner by the layers of adhesive included in the display lengths of decorative film tape, and the layer of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material adhered to the outer major surfaces of the display lengths of decorative film tape opposite their layers of adhesive and to portions of the release liner around the display lengths of decorative film tape. A person, such as a homeowner, can then use the laminate to decorate a substrate (e.g., a glass sheet in a window, door, or mirror) by removing the release liner from the removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material and the layers of adhesive included in the display lengths of decorative film tape that have their outer major surfaces adhered to the layer of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material; placing the then exposed layers of adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material and in the display lengths of decorative film tape on the substrate with the display lengths of decorative film tape at a desired location along the substrate; pressing out air from between the substrate and the layers of adhesive included in the display lengths of decorative film tape; and removing the layer of pre-mask material to leave the display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to the substrate in the predetermined decorative pattern.

[0010] The cover layer and layer of adhesive on the cover layer can be selected to allow moisture vapor to pass between the surfaces of the layer of pre-mask material; and the method for using the laminate to decorate a substrate can further include using a wetting liquid (e.g., a solution of soap and water) to wet the layers of adhesive included in the display lengths of decorative film tape and the layer of pre-mask material and to wet the substrate before placing the display lengths of decorative film tape on the layer of pre-mask material along the substrate (i.e., the wetting liquid acts as a slip agent to aid in positioning the graphic at a desired location along the substrate), pressing out water along with the air from between the substrate and the layers of adhesive included in the pieces of decorative film tape, and allowing the wetting liquid to dry before removing the layer of pre-mask material.

[0011] An alternative method for forming essentially the same laminate described above from the same layer of pre-mask material, supply length of decorative film tape, and release liner described above using a similar tape applicator comprises supporting the layer of pre-mask material with the surface of its layer of removable adhesive opposite its cover layer in the application plane, and using the tape applicator to form display lengths of decorative film tape of different predetermined lengths and end shapes from the supply length of decorative film tape and to apply those display lengths of decorative film tape to the first surface of the layer of removable adhesive in a predetermined pattern with longitudinal edges of the display lengths of tape extending along predetermined edge locations, the pattern of application including aligned closely spaced ends for at least some of the applied display lengths of decorative film tape, and then pressing the release liner against the layer of aggressive adhesive on the display lengths of decorative film tape and the portions of the layer of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material exposed around the display lengths of decorative film tape.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0012] The present invention will be further described with reference to the accompanying drawing wherein like reference numerals refer to like parts in the several views, and wherein:

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates a first embodiment of a laminate made by a method according to the present invention, which laminate is adapted for use to decorate a substrate such as a pane or panes of glass and includes a plurality of display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to a release liner in a predetermined decorative pattern, and a layer of pre-mask material (only a fragment of which is shown) that is adhered over the display lengths of decorative film and to the release liner in areas not covered by the display lengths of decorative film tape;

[0014] FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken approximately along line 2-2 of FIG. 1;

[0015] FIG. 3 is a fragmentary plan view of the laminate of FIG. 1 after the release liner has been removed and the
display lengths of decorative film tape and the layer of pre-mask material that is adhered over the display lengths of decorative film tape have been adhered to a substrate;

[0016] FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view taken approximately along line 4-4 of FIG. 3;

[0017] FIG. 5 is a fragmentary plan view of the display lengths of decorative film tape in the laminate of FIG. 1 after they have been applied to the substrate and the overlying layer of pre-mask material has been removed;

[0018] FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view taken approximately along line 6-6 of FIG. 5;

[0019] FIG. 7 illustrates a second embodiment of a laminate made by a method according to the present invention, which laminate is also adapted for use to decorate a substrate such as a pane or panes of glass and also includes a plurality of display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to a release liner in a predetermined decorative pattern, and a layer of pre-mask material (only a fragment of which is shown) that is adhered over the display lengths of decorative film and to the release liner in areas not covered by the display lengths of decorative film tape;

[0020] FIG. 8 is an isometric view of a tape applicator that can be used in the method according to the present invention, in which view a tape head included in the applicator is in a first position;

[0021] FIG. 9 is an isometric view of the tape applicator of FIG. 8 in which the tape head is in a second position while applying decorative film tape to a sheet of release liner in the method according to the present invention;

[0022] FIG. 10 is an enlarged isometric fragmentary view taken approximately along line 10-10 in FIG. 8 which shows an x-axis actuator, a y-axis actuator, a rotary actuator, the tape head and a support arm for the rotary actuator included in the tape applicator of FIG. 8;

[0023] FIG. 11 is an enlarged fragmentary isometric view of the tape applicator of FIG. 8 showing the tape head rotated around a z-axis perpendicular to a planar support surface, the rotary actuator for rotating the tape head around that z-axis, and the support arm;

[0024] FIG. 12 is an enlarged fragmentary isometric view of a first side of the tape head of FIG. 8;

[0025] FIG. 13 is an enlarged fragmentary isometric view of the first side of the tape head of FIG. 8;

[0026] FIG. 14 is an enlarged fragmentary isometric view of a second side of the tape head of FIG. 8 opposite its first side;

[0027] FIG. 15 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the first side of the tape head of FIG. 8 as the tape head starts to apply the decorative film tape to the sheet of release liner;

[0028] FIG. 16 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the first side of the tape head of FIG. 8 as a first cutter cuts a discrete length of the decorative film tape being applied to the sheet of release liner from a supply length of the decorative film tape carried on the tape head;

[0029] FIG. 17 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the first side of the tape head of FIG. 8 as it finishes applying the cut discrete length of decorative film tape to the sheet of release liner;

[0030] FIG. 18 is an enlarged fragmentary isometric view of the second side of the tape head of FIG. 8, illustrating a second cutter of the tape head as it cuts the discrete length of decorative tape that was previously applied to the sheet of release liner;

[0031] FIG. 19 is a top view of a first discrete length of decorative film tape applied to a surface of the sheet of release liner, illustrating a sequence of cuts that can be made in that first discrete length of tape by the second cutter of the tape head;

[0032] FIG. 20 is a top view of the first discrete length of decorative film tape applied to the release liner as illustrated in FIG. 19 with a scrap portion of that first discrete length of decorative film formed by the cuts illustrated in FIG. 19 removed from the release liner;

[0033] FIG. 21 is a top view of a second discrete length of tape applied to the release liner illustrated in FIGS. 19 and 20 over the top of the first discrete length of decorative film tape after the scrap portion of that first discrete length of decorative film tape has been removed as illustrated FIG. 20, which FIG. 21 illustrates a sequence of cuts that can be made in the second discrete length of tape by the second cutter of the tape head; and

[0034] FIG. 22 is a top view of the second discrete length of decorative film tape applied to the release liner as illustrated in FIG. 21 with a scrap portion of the second discrete length of decorative film tape formed by the cuts illustrated in FIG. 21 removed from the release liner to provide aligned closely spaced ends on adjacent parts of first and second display lengths of decorative film tape.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0035] Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2 of the drawing there is illustrated a laminate 500 made by a method according to the present invention, which laminate 500 is adapted for use to decorate a substrate such as a pane or panes of glass in a window, a door, or a mirror. The laminate 500 includes a plurality of display lengths 502 of decorative film tape each (see FIG. 2) comprising a length of decorative film 514, which display lengths 502 of decorative film tape are adhered to a major surface of a release liner 508 in a predetermined decorative pattern by layers 509 of pressure sensitive adhesive included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape; and a layer of pre-mask material 510 that preferably is at least translucent comprising a cover sheet or layer 511 and a layer 512 of removable adhesive firmly adhered to one surface of the cover layer 511 that has its surface opposite the cover layer 511 adhered to outer major surfaces of the display lengths of decorative film 514 opposite the release liner 508, and to the major surface of the release liner 508 in areas not covered by the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape. Only a fragment of the layer of pre-mask material 510 is illustrated in FIG. 1, however that layer of pre-mask material 510 is typically coextensive with the release liner 508 and extends over all of the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape.

[0036] The release liner 508 to which the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape are adhered is of a polymeric material (e.g., polyester, polyethylene, or polypropylene or other smooth polymer film 0.001 to 0.010 inch or 0.003 to
0.025 cm thick having a release coating (e.g., a coating containing silicone) to provide releasable adhesion with the layers 509 and 512 of adhesive in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape and in the layer of pre-mask material 510, respectively.

The length of decorative film 514 in each display length 502 of decorative film tape can have grooves, vapor coating and/or other structure along its outer major structured surface opposite the layer 509 of pressure-sensitive adhesive along its other major surface so that the decorative film 514 visually simulates decorative glass, such as glass with a single bevel, beveled edges, or with a central groove along its length (e.g., a V shaped groove), or with a leaded appearance, or with a textured surface, or visually simulate a glass related structure such as metal came (e.g., the pieces of optical film described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,840,407 issued Nov. 24, 1998, the content whereof is hereby incorporated herein by reference). Tapes including a length of the type of optical film disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,840,407 and a layer of pressure sensitive adhesive along one major surface are commercially available as 3M™ Accentrim™ Tape, series B200 (V-groove tape) and series B100 (edge bevel tape), from 3M Company, St. Paul, Minn. Other decorative or visibly distinctive films that can be used in the decorative film tape include the decorative birefringent multilayer film available from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn., under the trade designation “Radiant Light Film” that is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,882,774, or the vinyl films also available from Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, that can be applied to glass panes to form graphics that appear to have been etched or sand blasted into the glass at a fraction of the cost of actual etching or sand blasting. These vinyl films, typically plasticized poly(vinyl chloride), are marketed as Scotchtal (trade mark) Series 7725 special effects films. Among these, Scotchtal (trade mark) 7725-314 Dusted Crystal Film gives the appearance of etched glass, and Scotchtal (trade mark) 7725-324 Frosted Crystal Film gives the decorative appearance of sand-blasted glass. Each of these special effects vinyl films bears a layer of aggressive pressure-sensitive adhesive and a low-adhesion carrier web that protects the adhesive. The pressure-sensitive adhesive is selected to form strong bonds to glass.

By saying that the layer of pre-mask material 510 is “at least translucent” we mean that the layer of pre-mask material 510 is translucent or transparent when dry or when wet, and specifically include layers of pre-mask material that are translucent or transparent when wet. Preferably the layer of pre-mask material 510 allows transmission of moisture vapor between its major surfaces by means, including, but not limited to, being vented by passages 516 through the cover layer 511 and the layer 512 of adhesive between their major surfaces, (e.g., the layer of pre-mask material described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,749,994 issued May 12, 1998, the content whereof is hereby incorporated herein by reference). Alternatively, the layer of pre-mask material 510, rather than being perforated, could be selected to allow passage of moisture to facilitate drying of a substrate to which the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape are adhered. Suitable materials for the cover layers 511 in such layers of pre-mask material (which may not need to be transparent or translucent for some applications) could be polymers, paper, cellulose, non-woven fiber or other woven material; and the layers 512 of removable adhesive could be formed from randomly laid adhesive strands between which strands spaces are left that permit the passage of moisture.

Generally, the method according to the present invention for making the laminate 500 can comprise using a tape applicator 10 shown in FIGS. 8 through 18 to form and apply the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape to the surface of the release liner 508 in the predetermined pattern, and then adhering the layer of removable adhesive 512 included in the layer of pre-mask material 510 over the outer major surfaces of the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape adhered to the to the release liner 508 and to the portions of the release liner 508 around those display lengths 502 of decorative film tape which can be done manually or with a laminating machine.

That laminate 500 can then be provided to a person such as a homeowner who can decorate a substrate 518, such as a surface of a glass sheet in a window surrounded by a frame 520 (see FIGS. 3, 4, 5, and 6), by removing the release liner 508 from the layers of adhesive 509 included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape in the laminate 500 and from the portions of the layer of removable adhesive 512 included in the layer of pre-mask material 510 that are exposed around the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape; placing the then exposed layers of adhesive 509 and 512 included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape and in the layer of pre-mask material 510 at a desired location on the substrate 518 (FIG. 3); pressing out air from between the substrate 518 and the layers of adhesive 509 included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape that have their outer major surfaces adhered to the layer of adhesive 512 included in the layer of pre-mask material 510; and then removing the layer of pre-mask material 510 to leave the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape adhered to the substrate 518 in the predetermined decorative pattern as illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6.

When, as is preferred, the cover layer 511 and the layer of adhesive 512 on the cover layer 511 allow moisture vapor to pass between the surfaces of the layer of pre-mask material 510, the method can further include the step of using a wetting liquid to wet the layers of adhesive 509 and 512 included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape and in the layer of pre-mask material 510, and to wet the substrate 518 before the step of placing the exposed layers of adhesive 509 and 512 included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape and in the layer of pre-mask material 510, and to wet the substrate 518 for a short time after they are positioned there (i.e., 1 to 5 minutes) to precisely position the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape at a desired position along the substrate 518. The wetting liquid should then be allowed to dry before the removing step; and the pressing step should include also pressing out water from between the layers of adhesive 509 included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape and the substrate on which they are positioned, during which pressing the layer of pre-mask material 510 protects the outer major surfaces of the display lengths 502 of decorative film from damage. More specifically, the substrate or glass sheet 518 to which the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape are to be attached should be cleaned (e.g., with a liquid glass cleaner), and the wetting liquid or solution (e.g., 10%
(by weight) soap in water) from a squirt bottle should then be used to wet the layers of adhesive 508 and 512 included in the pieces of decorative film tape and in the layer of pre-mask material 510 and to wet the substrate 518.

[0042] FIG. 7 illustrates an alternate embodiment of a laminate 600 made by a method according to the present invention, which laminate 600 is adapted for use to decorate a substrate such as a pane or panes of glass in a window, a door, or a mirror. The laminate 600 includes a plurality of display lengths 502 of the decorative film tape described above each adhered to a major surface of a sheet of the release liner 508 described above in a predetermined decorative pattern by layers 509 of pressure sensitive adhesive included in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape; and a layer of the pre-mask material described above that is adhered to outer major surfaces of the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape 514 opposite the release liner 508, and to the major surface of the release liner 508 in areas not covered by the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape. Only a fragment of the layer of pre-mask material 510 is illustrated in FIG. 7, however that layer of pre-mask material 510 is coextensive with the release liner 508 and extends over all of the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape. The display lengths 502 of decorative film tape in the laminate 600 can be transferred to a substrate using the method described above with reference to the laminate 500.

[0043] The tape applicator 10 for forming and applying display lengths 502 of decorative film tape to the release liner 508 in predetermined patterns including the patterns illustrated in FIGS. 1 through 7 can be the tape applicator 10 described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/759,795 filed Jan. 12, 2001, the content of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference. Generally, as is seen in FIGS. 8 through 18, the tape applicator 10 described in that application comprises a tabletop 21 having a planar support surface 22 adapted for supporting a sheet material such as the release liner 508 with its major surface opposite the support surface 22 in an application plane defined by the tape applicator 10; and a tape head 100 comprising a frame 106 having a leading end 107 and an opposite trailing end 115. The tape applicator 10 also includes a computer operated assembly adapted for moving the frame 106 of the tape head 100 over the support surface 22 in any predetermined pattern with that pattern including a plurality of straight line movements comprising straight line movements with the leading end 107 of the frame 106 leading. The tape head 10 further includes an application member 120 having a cylindrical application surface 121; means mounting the application member 120 on the frame 106 adjacent its trailing end 115 for movement between an application position with its application surface 121 along the application plane, and a release position with its application surface 121 spaced from or above the application plane. Means are provided on the frame 106 for supporting a supply length 92 of the decorative film tape and for guiding the supply length 92 of decorative film tape along a path extending over the application surface 121 with the edges of the decorative film tape along the path being parallel to the direction of movement of the frame 106 during the straight line movements with the leading end 107 of the frame 106 leading. Severing means or a first cutter 116 is provided on the frame 106 along the path for severing a discrete length 501 of the decorative film tape being applied to the release liner 508 along the application plane from the supply length 92 of decorative film tape moving along the path, as are means on the frame 106 for advancing the supply length 92 of decorative film tape along the path to move a newly severed end of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape formed by the first cutter 116 to the application surface 121. Cutting means or a second cutter 154 including a circular blade 156 having a sharp elongate circular cutting edge 155 about its periphery is mounted on the frame 106 for rotation and for movement between an application position with its cutting edge 155 along the application plane at which it can cut through a discrete length 501 of decorative film tape along the release liner 508, and a release position with its cutting edge 155 spaced from or above the application plane.

[0044] To form the laminate 500 the release liner 508 is supported on the support surface 22 to position its major surface opposite the support surface 22 in the application plane. Discrete lengths 501 of the decorative film tape are applied to the release liner 508 in a predetermined pattern typically (but not necessarily) with portions of certain of the discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape overlapping each other by, for each discrete length 501, (1) positioning an end portion of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape along the surface of the release liner 508 as the application member 120 moves over it, and (3) operating the severing means or first cutter 116 to form an end 96 for the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape and a new end for the supply length 92 of decorative film tape. The tape applicator 10 is then used to cut the discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape applied on the release liner 508 with the second cutter 154 to form new ends on those applied discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape at predetermined locations along the surface of the release liner 508, including aligned closely spaced ends at any overlapped portions of the applied discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape, which cutting with the second cutter 154 forms the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape from the discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape applied to the release liner 508. Such cutting is done by moving the frame 106 of the tape head 100 over the application plane along predetermined paths with the cutter 154 in its cutting position so that the cutting edge 155 of the cutter 154 traverses the applied discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape. Scrap portions of the applied discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape resulting from cutting those applied discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape to form the new ends and thereby the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape are then manually removed from the release liner 508; and the layer of removable adhesive 512 included in the layer of pre-mask material 510 is manually adhered over the outer major surfaces 513 of the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner 508 and is also adhered to the release liner 508 around those display lengths 502 of decorative film tape, completing the laminate.

[0045] Following, with reference to FIGS. 8 through 18 is a more detailed description of the tape applicator 10 that
was described in U.S. patent application No. 09/759,795 filed Jan. 12, 2001. The tape applicator 10 includes a frame 12 for holding the tabletop 21 that has the planar support surface 22. The tabletop 21 can be tilted as illustrated to allow an operator to easily place a sheet of material such as the release liner 508 on the support surface 22. The tape applicator 10 may include a vacuum system (not shown) for holding the sheet material or release liner 508 stationary on the support surface 22. Such a vacuum system could include small spaced openings through the tabletop 21 and support surface 22, which small spaced openings communicate with a source of air pressure well below atmospheric air pressure (i.e., a vacuum) beneath the tabletop 21. Alternatively, the release liner 508 could be held stationary on the support surface 22 through the use of static electricity, or the use of pressure sensitive adhesive coated tape (e.g., masking tape). The support surface 22 and frame 12 are sized to handle desired sizes of release liners such as the release liner 508 illustrated, and to support the tape head 100 and actuators 30, 32, and 34 that are included in means for moving the tape head over the support surface 22.

The tape applicator 10 defines an x-axis and a y-axis normal to the x-axis, which x and y axes are in a plane parallel to the planar support surface 22 of the tabletop 21, together with a z-axis that is perpendicular to the plane defined by the x and y axes. The tabletop 21 includes a first raised edge 24 parallel to the x-axis and a second raised edge 26 parallel to the y-axis, and has a measuring scale 27 along each of those raised edges 24 and 26. A user can place a sheet of release liner 508 on the support surface 22 with its edges against the raised edges 24 and 26.

The tape applicator 10 includes a support arm 18 for supporting and moving the tape head 100 to different locations on the tabletop 21. The support arm 18 extends parallel to the y-axis and moves in a direction parallel to the x-axis along first slide rods 19a, 19b. The end of the support arm 18 opposite the first slide rods 19a, 19b includes a leg 54 and a wheel 56 rotatably mounted on the leg 54 that helps to support the support arm 18 above the tabletop 21 while allowing the support arm 18 to move along the support surface 22 in a direction parallel to the x-axis. The support arm 18 also includes second slide rods 60a, 60b, which are located on the side of the support arm 18 adjacent the tabletop 21 and extend in a direction parallel to the y-axis. The tape head 100 can move in a direction parallel to the y-axis along the slide rods 60a, 60b of the support arm 18.

FIG. 8 illustrates the tape head 100 positioned in a “home position” above the tabletop 21. This is where the tape head 100 is normally located when an operator places a sheet of release liner 508 on the tabletop 21. FIG. 9 illustrates the tape head 100 moved to a different location, at which it is applying a discrete length 501 of decorative film tape to the sheet of release liner 508 as the tape head 100 moves over the support surface 22. To move the tape head 100 to a new location on the support surface 22, the tape head 100 may need to move in directions parallel to both the x-axis and the y-axis. To move the tape head 100 in a direction parallel to the x-axis of the tabletop 21, the support arm 18 slides along the first slide rods 19a and 19b. To move the tape head 100 in a direction parallel to the y-axis, the tape head moves along the second slide rods 60a, 60b that are located on the side of the support arm 18 adjacent the support surface 22. The tape applicator can move the tape head 100 to a first location along the support surface 22, adhere an end portion of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape to the sheet of release liner 508 on the support surface 22, and then apply a discrete length 501 of the decorative film tape to the sheet of release liner 508 on the support surface 22 by moving the tape head 100 in a straight line to a second location along the support surface 22.

FIG. 10 illustrates the x-axis actuator 30 by which the tape applicator 10 moves the tape head 100 in a direction parallel to the x-axis along the support surface 22, the y-axis actuator 32 by which the tape applicator 10 moves the tape head 100 in a direction parallel to the y-axis along the support surface 22, and the z-axis actuator 34 for rotating the tape head 100 around an axis parallel to the z-axis. The x-axis actuator 30 includes a motor 31, a ball screw 40, an end block 41 that contains a bearing for the ball screw 40 and receives the ends of the first slide rods 19a, 19b, and a car 46 for moving the support arm 18 along first slide rods 19a, 19b. The support arm 18 is attached to the car 46 by a plate 42. As the motor 31 turns the ball screw 40, the ball screw rotates moving the car 46 in a direction parallel to the x-axis along the first slide rods 19a, 19b. As the car 46 moves, the support arm 18 and tape head 100 move with the car 46 across the support surface 22. Any commercially available x-axis actuator capable of obtaining the conditions described herein may be used, such as the Linear System Actuator, sold under the trade name Thomson, part number 2EB16FTBTL1, which is commercially available from Thomson Industries, Inc., Port Washington, N.Y. The motor 31 for the x-axis actuator is a stepper motor (e.g., the stepper motor sold under the trade name Compumotor, part number CP^8SM7-102-MO-25, which is commercially available from Braas Company, St. Paul, Minn.

The y-axis actuator includes the motor 33, a ball screw 62, an end block 61 that contains a bearing for the ball screw 62 and receives the ends of the first slide rods 60a, 60b, and a car 68 for moving the tape head 100 along support arm 18 in a direction parallel to the y-axis. The tape head 100 is attached to the car 68 by a plate 64. A portion of the support arm 18 is cut away to illustrate the y-axis actuator 32. As the motor 33 turns the ball screw 62, the car 68 moves along the second slide rods 60a and 60b in a direction parallel to the y-axis. As the car 68 moves, the tape head 100 moves with the car 68 along the support arm 18. Any commercially available y-axis actuators capable of obtaining the conditions described herein may be used, such as Linear System Actuator sold under the trade name Thomson, part number 2RB160DMK11300, which is commercially available from Thomson Industries, Inc., Port Washington, N.Y. The motor 61 for the y-axis actuator can be a stepper motor (e.g., the stepper motor sold under the trade name Compumotor, part number CP^8SM7-51-MO-25, which is commercially available from Braas Company, St. Paul, Minn.

The rotary actuator 34 for rotating the tape head 100 around an axis parallel to the z-axis is mounted on the plate 64. The rotary actuator 34 includes a motor 82, a gear reducer 80, and a flange 86 located between the motor 82 and gear reducer 80. The rotary actuator 34 is attached to the tape head 100 by a rotary shaft projecting from the actuator that has an end portion fixed in a bracket 105 (not seen in this view, see FIGS. 12 and 14) on the frame 106 of the tape head 100. The motor 82 is a step motor (e.g., the step motor sold under the trade name Compumotor, part number
The tape roll holder 102 will receive a roll 90 of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape that has a release liner 94 releasably adhered along its coating 509 of pressure sensitive adhesive. The tape roll holder 102 includes a friction clutch 103 to provide back tension on the supply length 92 of decorative film tape as it unwinds from the tape roll 90. The tape head 100 also includes a first tape guide roller 110, a pinch roller 118, a pivoting tape guide 122, the first cutter 116, the application roller 120, and a liner take up roller 136, all mounted on the lower portion 106 of the frame 106. The first cutter 116 includes a fixed lower blade 112 and a moveable upper blade 114 that may be pivoted relative to the fixed blade 112 to sever the decorative film tape. The application roller 120 is rotatably mounted on a bracket 130, which bracket 130 is mounted on the lower portion 106b of the frame 106 for pivotal movement about a shaft 133 so that it can be moved by operation of an air cylinder 131 connected between the bracket 130 and the frame 106 to move the peripheral or application surface 121 of the application roller 120 adjacent the support surface 22 between an application position with its application surface 121 along and biased against a surface such as that of the release liner 90 along the application plane, and a release position with its application surface 121 spaced above the application plane. The liner take-up roller 136 includes a friction clutch 138 driven by a motor 137 through gears in a speed reducer 139 to provide tension in the release liner 94 as it is wound onto the liner take-up roller 136. The supply length 92 of decorative film tape moves along a path from the tape roll holder 102 to the second tape guide roller 108; then to the nip formed between the first tape guide roller 110 and the pinch roller 118; then to the pivotal tape guide 122; then between the blades 112 and 114 of the first cutter 116 which are normally spread apart; and then under the peripheral surface 121 of the application roller 120 which peripheral surface provides the application surface 121 for applying the decorative film tape to the release liner 90. The release liner 94 moves along the portion of that path extending from the tape roll holder 102 to the pivotal tape guide 122 which separates the release liner 94 from the supply length 92 of decorative film tape. After the release liner 94 is separated from the supply length 92 of decorative film tape, the release liner 94 winds around the pinch roller 118 and is taken up by the liner roller 136, as is seen in more detail in FIG. 15.

Details and operation of the tape head 100 are illustrated in FIGS. 12 through 14. The tape head 100 first begins applying a discrete length 501 of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape to the sheet of release liner 508 and then, as that discrete length 501 of decorative film tape is being applied, the tape head 100 cuts the decorative film tape with the first cutter 116 to form the end of the discrete length 501 of the decorative film tape being applied to the release liner 508. An end portion of that discrete length 501 of decorative film tape being applied to the release liner 508 is then applied to the sheet of release liner 508 by the tape head 100 as the tape head 100 continues moving over the sheet of release liner 508. Next, the tape head 100 cuts the discrete length 501 of decorative film tape adhered to the sheet of release liner 508 with the second cutter 154 to form new ends of desired shapes and at desired locations on the release liner 508 along the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape (e.g., the new ends can extend in a direction at a right angle to or oblique to the longitudinal edges of the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape), forming one or more display lengths 502 of decorative film tape from that discrete length 501 of decorative film tape, and leaving scrap pieces of that applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape at the newly formed ends of the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape. Those scrap pieces of the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape are then removed from the sheet of release liner 508, which removal can be done manually by an operator of the tape applicator 10.

Fig. 12 illustrates a first side 109 of the tape head 100. The rotary actuator 34 for rotating the tape head 100 around an axis parallel to the z-axis is not shown. The tape head 100 includes the frame 106 that has an upper portion 106a and a lower portion 106b. A tape roll holder 102 and a second tape guide roller 108 are rotatably mounted on the upper portion 106a. The tape roll holder 102 will receive a roll 90 of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape that has a release liner 94 releasably adhered along its coating 509 of pressure sensitive adhesive.
straight just prior to its application to the release liner 508 by the application roller 120. The supply length 92 of decorative film tape then passes over the pivotal tape guide 122 along a guide surface 124 including two opposite tape edge guides 128 aligned with the tape edge guides 104 on the first tape guide roller 110. The tape edge guides 128 also assist in keeping the supply length 92 of decorative film tape straight just prior to its application to the release liner 508 by the application roller 120. The release liner 94 is separated from the decorative film tape at a sharp edge 126 of the guide surface 124 between the two tape edge guides 128. The guide surface 124 of the pivotal tape guide 122 can be pivoted to the position best seen in FIG. 13 at which the guide surface 124 directs the decorative film tape over the fixed blade 112 of the first cutter 116. The movable blade 114 is pivoted away from the fixed blade 112 to allow the decorative film tape to pass between the blades 112, 114 of the first cutter 116. The discrete length 501 of decorative film tape is then applied to the surface of the release liner 508 by the application roller 120.

[0057] FIG. 14 illustrates the second side 113 of the tape head 100, which is opposite the first side 109 of the tape head 100 illustrated in FIG. 12. The rotary actuator 34 for rotating the tape head 100 around the z-axis is not shown. The bracket 105 fixed to the frame 106 is clamped around a rotatable driven shaft (not shown) from the rotary actuator 34 received in a socket 101 in the bracket 105 to attach the tape head 100 to the rotary actuator 34. The tape head 100 includes a rotary motor 164 mounted to the lower portion 106b of the frame 106 for driving the first tape guide roller 110 by shaft 111 through a one-way clutch bearing (not shown). The one-way clutch bearing allows the first tape guide roller 110 to rotate freely during application of a discrete length 501 of decorative film tape by movement of the tape head 100, and also allows the first tape guide roller 110 to be driven by the rotary motor 164 to advance the new end of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape to the application roller 120 after the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape has been cut from the supply length 92 by the first tape cutter 116. The tape head 100 also includes a first air cylinder 150 attached between the frame 106 and the movable blade 114 for actuating the movable blade 114 in the first cutter 116. The tape head 100 also includes the second cutter 154 mounted on the lower portion 106b of the frame 106. The second cutter 154 includes the circular blade 156 having the elongate sharpened edge 155 extending about its periphery that is mounted for rotation about its axis on a bracket 158. The bracket 158 is pivotably mounted on the frame 106 by a pivot shaft 159 and is pivotable by a second air cylinder 160 between the frame 106 and the bracket 158 for movement between a release position with its cutting edge 155 spaced from (i.e., above) the application plane at which release position the second cutter 154 is positioned when a discrete length 501 of decorative film tape is being applied to the release liner 508 by movement of the tape head 100; and an application position with its cutting edge 155 along the application plane at which the second cutter 154 can be positioned to cut new ends on discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape already applied to the release liner 508 by movement of the frame 106 over the application plane along a predetermined path so that the cutting edge 155 traverses the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape. The rotary actuator 34 (not shown) rotates the tape head 100 about the z-axis to correctly position the blade 156 at a desired angle relative to the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape on the release liner 508 to allow the blade 156 to cut the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape. Alternatively, the second cutter 154 could rotate independently of the tape head 100 and thus, not require the entire tape head 100 to rotate.

[0058] FIGS. 15 to 18 illustrate portions of the method according to the present invention for applying display lengths 502 of the decorative film tape to the release liner 508 in a predetermined pattern (e.g., the patterns shown in FIGS. 1 and 7) which method includes applying discrete lengths 501 of the decorative film tape to the release liner 508 in a predetermined pattern, and then cutting those discrete lengths 501 of the decorative film tape after they have been applied to the release liner 508 to form ends of predetermined shapes and at a predetermined positions on the release liner 508 along those applied discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape, (some of which new ends can be in positions aligned with and closely spaced from each other) to form one or more display lengths 502 of the decorative film tape from the discrete lengths 501 of decorative film tape.

[0059] FIG. 15 illustrates the tape head 100 as it begins to apply a discrete length 501 of the decorative film tape to the surface of the release liner 508. An end portion of the decorative film tape has been advanced from the first cutter 116 to a position between the release liner 508 and the peripheral application surface 121 on the application roller 120 when that application surface 121 is in its release position by operation of the motor 164 to rotate the first tape guide roller 110 through the one way clutch. The application roller air cylinder 131 is then actuated to move the application roller 120 to its application position with its application surface 121 biased against the decorative film tape on the release liner 508 so that the adhesive layer 509 bonds the decorative film tape to the release liner 508. The tape head 100 is then moved over the stationary release liner 508 so that the decorative film tape is pulled by such movement along the tape path through the tape head 100 and is applied to the release liner 508 by movement of the application surface 121 along the discrete length 501 of decorative film tape being applied. The tape roll holder 102 and the first and second tape guide rollers 110 and 108 then freely rotate (i.e., the first tape guide roller 110 rotates without rotating the motor 164 because of the one way clutch between the motor 164 and the first tape guide roller 110).

[0060] FIG. 16 illustrates the tape head 100 after a discrete length 501 of the decorative film tape has been applied to the release liner 508 and just after the first cutter 116 has cut that discrete length 501 of decorative film tape from the supply length 92 of decorative film tape. The first air cylinder 150 has moved the movable blade 114 to contact the fixed blade 112 and thereby transversely cut the decorative film tape. As the movable blade 114 is moved to contact the fixed blade 112, the tape guide 122 is rotated counter clockwise to move the guide surface 124 away from the blades 114 and 116 because of a ball joint between the movable blade 114 and the pivotal tape guide 122 that causes them to move together. Cutting the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape from the supply length 92 of decorative film tape has formed a new end on the supply length 92 of decorative film tape and has also formed a
second end 96 on the applied discrete length 501 of decorative film tape which still has a portion D adjacent that second end 96 yet to be applied to the release liner 508, which portion D is applied by further movement of the tape head 100 as is illustrated in FIG. 17.

[0061] FIG. 17 also illustrates the first air cylinder 150 having moved the moveable blade 114 out of contact with the fixed blade 112 and thereby having moved the pivotal tape guide 122 clockwise to position the guide surface 124 between the blades 114, 112 because of the connection between the moveable blade 114 and the tape guide 122 to allow the decorative film tape to pass through the first cutter 116 when the newly cut end of the supply length 92 of decorative film tape is subsequently advanced to a position along the application surface 121 on the application roller 120 as was described above.

[0062] FIG. 18 illustrates the second cutter 154 cutting the discrete length 501 of optical film tape after it has been applied to the release liner 508 to form at least one display length 502 of optical film tape. The application roller air cylinder 131 has moved the application surface 121 on the application roller 120 to its release position spaced from the surface of the release liner 508. The x-axis and y-axis actuators 30 and 32 have moved the blade 156 to a pre-determined position along the applied discrete length 501 of optical film tape, and the rotary actuator 134 (not shown) has rotated the tape head 100 about an axis parallel to the x-axis to a desired angle a relative to the applied discrete length 501 of optical film tape to accurately position the blade 156 of the second cutter 154 at a desired position and angle relative to the applied discrete length 501 of optical film tape on the release liner 508. The x-axis and y-axis actuators 30 and 32 then move the tape head 100 back and forth in the direction of the orientation of the blade 156 to cause the blade 156 to cut through the applied discrete length 501 of optical film tape at the angle a, which as illustrated is oblique to the length of the applied discrete length 501 of optical film tape.

[0063] FIGS. 19 through 22 sequentially illustrate, by showing discrete lengths 501a and 501b of the decorative film tape applied to the release liner 508 and sequences of cuts made by the second cutter 154 in those discrete lengths 501a and 501b of the decorative film tape, the operation of the tape applicator 10 to form an intersection 220 between display lengths 502a, 502b, 502c, and 502d of decorative film tape formed from the first and second discrete lengths 501a and 501b of the decorative film tape, which display lengths 502a, 502b, 502c, and 502d of decorative film tape have straight end surface portions 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, and 215 aligned with and closely spaced from each other as is illustrated in FIG. 22.

[0064] FIGS. 19 illustrates the first discrete length 501a of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner 508 and a sequences of cuts 1-12 that can be made by the second cutter 154 to sequentially form the straight end surface portions 208, 209, 210, and 211 on new closely spaced end portions 204a and 205a of the display lengths 502a and 502b of decorative film tape made from that first applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape, while leaving a scrap piece 98 of the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape between those new end portions 204a and 205a. The cuts in the sequence of cuts made to form the straight end surface portions 208, 209, 210, and 211 on the end portions 204a and 205a are identified by the reference numerals 1-12 in FIG. 19. The cuts (i.e., 1, 2, and 3 or 4, 5, and 6, etc.) that make one new straight end surface portion on the discrete length 501a of tape or on the discrete length 501b of tape are all made along the same straight line, however the illustrated path of the first and third cuts have been slightly separated from the second cut (which is along that straight line) to more clearly indicate the sequence of those cuts.

[0065] The tape head 100 is operated as follows to make the sequences of cuts 1-12 in the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner 508 as is illustrated in FIG. 19. With the second cutter 154 in its release position in which the blade 156 is spaced above the first applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner 508, the tape head 100 is moved to position the blade 156 at the proper angle and in the middle of where the first straight end surface portion 208 on the end portion 204a will be formed. The second air cylinder 160 is then actuated to move the blade 156 of the second cutter 154 to its application position in contact the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape. The tape head 100 is then moved toward the adjacent edge of the tape to make cut 1 at angle α (which as illustrated is about 45°) as the blade 156 rotates and cuts through the first applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape. The tape head 100 is then moved in the opposite direction toward the center of that tape so that the rotating blade 156 makes cut 2 also at the angle α, and is then again moved in the opposite direction again toward the edge of that tape so that the rotating blade 156 makes cut 3 at angle α. The second cutter 154 is then moved by the air cylinder 160 to its release position out of contact with the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape while the tape head 100 is moved to position the blade 156 in the middle of where the end surface 209 on the second end portion 205a will be formed, end surface 209 is parallel to the end surface 208 of the end portion 204a, but off set by a distance "b" (see FIG. 20) for reasons that will later be explained. The second air cylinder 160 is then again actuated to move the blade 156 of the second cutter 154 to its application position in contact the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape and the tape head 100 is moved toward the edge of that tape so that the rotating blade 156 makes cut 4 at angle α, is then moved in the opposite direction toward the center of that tape so that the rotating blade 156 makes cut 5 also at the angle α, and is then again moved in the opposite direction toward the edge of that tape so that the rotating blade 156 makes cut 6 at angle α. The second cutter 154 is then again moved by the air cylinder 160 to its release position with the blade 156 out of contact with the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner 508. The tape head 100 is then rotated through angle δ, which as illustrated is about 90°, and starts cutting a second end surface portion 210 on the second end portion 205a and a second end surface portion 211 on the first end portion 204a which is done with the sequence of cuts 7-12 that is performed in essentially the same manner as the sequence of cuts 1-6 described above.

[0066] Alternatively, a single blade could make a single cut instead of three individual cuts 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, or 10-12.

[0067] FIG. 20 illustrates the scrap portion 98 having a shape similar to that of a butterfly that is removed from the
release liner 508 and from between the two display lengths 502a and 502b of decorative film tape made from the discrete length 501a of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner 508 when the end surface portions 208, 209, 210, and 211 on the new end portions 204a and 205a are cut by the second cutter 154 as described above. Those end surfaces 208, 209, 210, and 211 are disposed to form V-shaped notches adapted to receive end portions 204b and 205b cut by the second cutter 154 as described below with reference to FIGS. 21 and 22. The straight end surface portions 212 and 214 of the first end portion 204b and the straight end surface portions 213 and 215 of the second end portion 205b are each disposed at the angle C relative to the length of the second applied discrete length 501b of decorative film tape.

[0070] There is an equal distance “b” between the opposing straight end surface portions 208, 210, 212, 214, 209, 211, 213, 215 which are of the same length. There is an equal distance “c” between the two display lengths 502a and 502b and 501a of decorative film tape. Without such a space, the thermal expansion could cause end contact and resultant bucking of the display lengths 502a, 502b, 502c, and 502d of decorative film tape. That distance “b” can be between 0.005 inch and 0.12 inch or 0.013 cm and 0.3 cm, and preferably is around 0.01 inch or 0.025 cm.

[0071] The sequences of cuts 1-6 made by the second cutter 154 to form the intersections 210 cut through the discrete lengths 501a and 501b of decorative film tape, but preferably not through the release liner 508, although cuts in the release liner 508 can and do occur. The release liner 508 can be reinforced at such cuts in it by adhering a length of pressure sensitive adhesive coated tape over each cut in the release liner 508 on the surface of the release liner 508 opposite the display lengths 502a, 502b, 502c, and 502d of decorative film tape formed by those cuts.

[0072] The opposed end surface portions 208, 210, 212, 214, 209, 211, 213, 215 of the end portions 204a, 204b, 205a, and 205b on the display lengths 502a, 502b, 502c, and 502d or decorative film tape are cut to fit together to give a desired appearance for the intersection 220. Angles α and ψ, which are both 45° as illustrated (so that the end surface portions on each end portion are disposed at 90° with respect to each other) may be changed for a desired appearance of the intersection. For example, angle α may be 30° and angle ψ may be 60°, or other combinations of angles for α and ψ may be used.

[0073] The tape applicator 10 can be used to apply a plurality of decorative film tape 501 of the decorative film tape to the release liner 508 and to form a plurality of intersections 220 between those discrete lengths 501 in the manner illustrated in FIGS. 19 through 22 to form many decorative patterns including the decorative patterns for the laminate illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 6.

[0074] As an example, to form the pattern of display lengths 502 of decorative film tape illustrated in FIG. 1, the tape applicator 10 first sequentially applies two parallel lengths 501a of decorative film tape along the length of the sheet of release liner 508. The tape applicator 10 then cuts those discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape to form first and second end portions 204a and 205a for display lengths 501 of decorative film tape along the discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape at the locations that intersections 220 are to be made by the steps described above with reference to FIGS. 19 and 20. The opposite ends of the two applied discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape are at 90° angles relative to the lengths of the tape, as cut by the first cutter 116. Alternatively, those opposite ends could also be cut obliquely to the lengths of the first applied discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape by the second cutter 154 if that were desired. The tape applicator 10 then returns the head 100 to its “home position” along the support surface 22, as illustrated in FIG. 1, to allow a user to remove the scrap portions 508 of the first discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape at each intersection 220 being formed along its length. Next, the tape applicator 10 moves the tape
head 100 to sequentially apply five parallel discrete lengths 501b of decorative film tape transverse to the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape formed from the first two discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape at a 90° angle to their edges and extending across the end portions 204a and 205a at the intersections 220. The tape applicator 10 then sequentially cuts those discrete lengths 501b of decorative film tape to form first and second end portions 204b and 205b for display lengths 501 of decorative film tape from the second discrete lengths 501b of decorative film tape at the intersections 220 using the steps described above. Lastly, the tape head 100 returns to its “home position” to allow the operator to remove the scrap portions 99 thus formed at each intersection 220.

As a further example, to form the pattern of display lengths 502 of decorative film tape illustrated in FIG. 6 the tape applicator 10 first sequentially applies eight parallel discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape at an angle along the length of the sheet of release liner 508. The tape applicator 10 then cuts those discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape to form first and second end portions 204a and 205a for display lengths 501a of decorative film tape at the locations that intersections 220 are to be made by the steps described above with reference to FIGS. 19 and 20. The opposite ends of each applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape is cut obliquely to the length of that applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape by the second cutter 154. The tape applicator 10 then returns the head 100 to its “home position” along the support surface 22, as illustrated in FIG. 1, to allow a user to remove the scrap portions 98 of the first discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape at each intersection 220 being formed along its length and at the opposite ends of the discrete lengths 501a. Next, the tape applicator 10 moves the tape head 100 to sequentially apply eight parallel discrete lengths 501b of decorative film tape transverse to the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape formed from the first two discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape at a 90° angle to their edges and extending across the end portions 204a and 205a at the intersections 220, which discrete lengths 501b are long enough to also extend across the opposite ends of the discrete lengths 501a. The tape applicator 10 then uses the second cutter 154 to sequentially cut those discrete lengths 501b of decorative film tape to form first and second end portions 204b and 205b for display lengths 501 of decorative film tape from the second discrete lengths 501b of decorative film tape at the intersections 220 using the steps described above, and to cut opposite ends of each applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape obliquely to the length of that applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape to form ends for display lengths 501 that are closely spaced from the ends of display lengths formed from the first discrete lengths 501a of decorative film tape. Lastly, the tape head 100 returns to its “home position” to allow the operator to remove the scrap portions 99 thus formed at each intersection 220 and at each end of the applied discrete length 501a of decorative film tape.

FIGS. 1 and 6 are only illustrative of patterns of display lengths of decorative film tape that can be adhered to a sheet of release liner by the tape applicator 10 in the method according to the present invention for making a laminate according to the present invention. The tape applicator 10 may create almost any pattern of straight display lengths of decorative film tape on a sheet of release liner because of the versatility with which the tape head 100 can be moved across the support surface 22 to apply discrete lengths of decorative film tape at any angle along a release liner on the support surface 22, and (if necessary) to cut the applied discrete lengths of decorative film tape at any angle after they have been applied to the release liner to form the display lengths from those applied discrete lengths.

The tape applicator 10 includes a computer processor and a controller for sending appropriate signals to the actuators 30, 32, 34 to move the tape head 100 relative to the support surface 22 and to operate the tape head 100 as necessary to form a desired pattern of display lengths of the decorative film tape on a sheet of release liner. For example, an operator may want to make the pattern of display lengths of decorative film tape on a sheet of release liner illustrated in either FIG. 1 or FIG. 6. The operator enters a set of commands into the computer processor that indicate the shape of the pattern to be made. The computer processor and controller then determines which way to direct the actuators 30, 32, 34 to move the tape head 100 to apply the discrete lengths of decorative film tape to the release liner and to cut the applied discrete lengths of decorative film tape after they have been applied to the release liner to form the display lengths of decorative film tape. The computer processor and controller can include an “open loop” system, which calculates where the tape head 100 is located on the tabletop 21 based on a known series of moves. For example, the ball screw in either the x-axis actuator 30 or y-axis actuator 32 will move the tape head 100 a known distance per one rotation of the ball screws. If the computer processor knows the initial location of the tape head 100, like the “home position” for instance, it can determine where the final location of the tape head 100, based on how many rotations the ball screw in the actuator actually rotated. The computer processor will send a signal to the x-axis and y-axis actuators 30, 32 to turn the ball screws a certain number of rotations to move the tape head 100 a certain distance in a particular axis. The computer processor can also send signals to the rotary actuator 36 indicating where and when to rotate the tape head 100 around an axis parallel to the z-axis of the support surface 22. A suitable controller is a controller sold under the trade name Compumotor, which is commercially available from Braas Company located in St. Paul, Minn., sold under part number 6K4. Alternatively, the computer processor could include a “closed loop” system, which calculates where the tape head 100 is at all times on the support surface 22 of the tabletop 21.

The actuators 30, 32, 34 include sensors to determine the initial location of the tape head 100 on the tabletop 21. Suitable sensors for the actuators 30, 32, 34 are Prox Sensors sold under the trade name Omron, which is commercially available from Braas Company located in St. Paul, Minn., sold under part number E2E-X1R5E1-M1-N.

The methods and structures according to the present invention have now been described with reference to several embodiments and modifications thereof. The foregoing detailed description and examples have been given for clarity of understanding only. No unnecessary limitations are to be understood from them. All patents and patent applications cited herein are hereby incorporated by reference.
It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that many changes can be made in the methods and embodiments described without departing from the scope of the invention. For example, the tape applicator 10 could be modified and used in an alternative method for forming essentially the same laminate 500 described above from the same layer of pre-mask material 510, supply length 92 of decorative film tape, and release liner 508 described above by supporting the layer of pre-mask material 510 with the surface of its layer 512 of removable adhesive opposite its cover layer 511 in the application plane, and using the tape applicator 10 to form display lengths 502 of decorative film tape of different predetermined lengths and end shapes from the supply length 92 of decorative film tape and to apply those display lengths 502 of decorative film tape to the surface of the layer 512 of removable adhesive in a predetermined pattern in the manner described above with longitudinal edges of the display lengths 502 of tape extending along predetermined edge locations, the pattern of application including aligned closely spaced ends for at least some of the applied display lengths 502 of decorative film tape, and then pressing the release liner 508 against the layers 509 of aggressive adhesive in the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape and the portions of the layer 512 of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material 510 that are exposed around the display lengths 502 of decorative film tape. Modifications of the tape applicator 10 so that it could be used in this method would comprise changing the positions of the fixed blade 112 and the moveable blade 114 of the first cutter 116, and positioning the liner take-up roller 136 including its friction clutch 138 and the motor 137 by which it is driven through the speed reducer 139 on the opposite side of the tape path, together with providing an application surface 121 on the roller 120 that would not adhere to the layer 509 of pressure sensitive adhesive on the supply length 92 of decorative film tape.

Thus, the scope of the present invention should not be limited to the exact method details and structures described herein, but rather by the methods and structures described by the language of the claims, and the equivalents of those methods and structures.

What is claimed is:
1. A laminate adapted for use to decorate a substrate, said laminate comprising:
   a layer of pre-mask material comprising a cover layer and a layer of removable adhesive firmly adhered to one surface of the cover layer;
   display lengths of decorative film tape each comprising a length of decorative film having opposite major surfaces, and a layer of adhesive along one of the major surfaces; and
   a release liner having opposite first and second major surfaces, said first major surface of the release liner being adapted to be releasably adhered to by the removable adhesive on the cover layer and by the adhesive on the decorative film;
   said display lengths of decorative film tape having different predetermined shapes and lengths formed by a computer operated tape applicator and being applied to the first surface of the release liner by said tape applicator in a predetermined pattern; and
   the layer of removable adhesive included in the layer of pre-mask material being adhered over the outer major surfaces of the display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner and to the release liner around the display lengths of decorative film tape.

2. A laminate according to claim 1 wherein some of said display lengths of decorative film tape adhered to the release liner have closely spaced ends with the spaces between said closely spaced ends being in the range of 0.005 to 0.12 inch or 0.013 to 0.3 cm.

3. A laminate according to claim 1 wherein said decorative film has grooves or other structure along the major surface of the decorative film opposite the layer of adhesive so that the decorative film visually simulates a decorative structure.

4. A laminate according to claim 1 wherein said decorative film has light reflecting layers within the decorative film.

* * * * *